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Embroidered Earrings

Creating beautiful embroidered pieces has never been easier than it
is with the Entrepreneur®Pro PR1000e from Brother™! From t-shirts
to handbags, jewelry and more, your creative possibilities are virtually
limitless with this enhanced 10-needle home embroidery machine.
Check out these great earrings I created with the assistance of the
highly advanced PE-DESIGN® NEXT embroidery software.

Materials: Brother™ Entrepreneur® Pro PR1000e,
PE-DESIGN® NEXT software, fabric, thread, hot glue gun,
earring backings.

1
Using your PE-DESIGN®
NEXT software, select the
shape button and build three
triangles proportional in size
so that they fit into each other nicely. After creating the shapes, lay them out
accordingly in order to avoid fabric waste. Save and export your design to a
zip drive. In my design, I have created one extra triangle as a backup.
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2
Next, pick two colored threads
of your choice and properly
thread your machine. Then
choose a fabric of your liking
and tear away facing, stretch,
and place into the size hoop your machine suggests and put
into the designated spot. You may need to adjust the arms in
order to fit a larger hoop.

3
Upload your design to your
Brother™ Entrepreneur® Pro
PR1000e.

4
Rotate your design 90
degrees. Now, copy or
upload the same design
and rotate the opposite 90
degrees. Finally, line up the
two shapes to mirror each
other to conserve space.
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5
Hit the sewing button and then
lock your design in place.

6
Press the arrow when it turns
green to start embroidering
your design.

7
Your machine will start to sew your design. The PR1000e will give
you a time of completion, depending on the speed you have your
stitch-per-minute set at.
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8
When your design is
complete, your machine will
chime and let you know it is
finished on your screen.

9
After taking your fabric out
of the hoop, press it firmly.
Then cut your triangles from
the fabric. You may have
extra, depending on your
original design.

10
Now comes your personal
preference. You can create any
accessory from – a tiepin to a pendant for a necklace, or even a pair of
earrings. I have decided to make a pair of earrings. Using precut, wooden
triangles from my local craft store, I decide how I would like my shapes
laid to create the accessory.
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11
Using a hot glue gun, I set
my design into place.

12
Finally I glue earring backs
onto the finished product,
according to how I would like
them to hang.

Style your favorite little black dress or add some spice and mix it with your everyday look! With the
Brother™ Entrepreneur® Pro PR1000e, fashion has no boundaries!

(This project was created from the designer’s perspective.)
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